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Scope of WP3

The objective of Work Package 3 is to stimulate, among the scientific 

community of the European TTO Circle partners, the entrepreneurial 

mindsets, encourage innovative business startups, and foster a 

culture that is friendlier to entrepreneurship and business development.
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What we face today

Identified challenges in the context of WP3

1. Doesn’t the inventor want to join the team?

2. Are you ready for a costly investment?

3. Is the next “gamebreaker” sleeping in your Lab?

4. Are spin offs “out of your radar”?
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PROs find difficulties in creating / complementing a team of 
founders for a spinoffs. Business profiles with market experience are the 
rarest. Scientific profiles are also missing when the inventor is not 
interested in becoming an entrepreneur.

1 Doesn’t the inventor want to join the team?
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“Want a Team to be Creative? Make it Diverse”

A lot of people in our industry haven't had 
very diverse experiences. So they don't 
have enough dots to connect, and they 
end up with very linear solutions without 
a broad perspective on the problem. The 
broader one's understanding of the 
human experience, the better design we 
will have.

1
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“Want a Team to be Creative? Make it Diverse”

The rationale is that cultural diversity is a wide studied topic in 
entrepreneurship and team creation as influencing factor.

The objective is to create a more dynamic and diverse founders / 
management team.

The way to implement it might be creating a mechanism within the TTO 
Circle to call for expression of interest of teams or individuals to join a 
spinoff. 

Should we pursue this proposal

1
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Are you ready for a costly investment?

Starting a spin off needs a significant investment in preparing and 
evaluating the opportunity and supporting the growth.

Market research and business model evaluation are resource -
intensive activities. Not all the PROs have the resources to 
perform market research.

2
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The investment might produce further returns

PROs can exchange resources (market research, business feasibility study 
or other type of supports) to lower the investment of evaluating and 
supporting a business opportunity

Should we pursue this proposal

2
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Some PROs don’t have formalised and periodic scouting activities
because of lack of resources and technological or market competences.

Some PROs relies mostly on spontaneous reporting on inventions and 
new ventures by the laboratories and technical groups.

Some PROs, on the other hand, have gathered rare competences in 
scouting promising technologies within their organisations.

3 Is the next “gamechanger” sleeping in your Lab?

Image: An artistic impression of a graphene sheet. Credit: Jannik Meyer.
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TTO Circle partners can list technology scouts in specific fields available 
to other partners. 

TTO Circle partners can contract technology scouting services from other 
TTO partners for specific opportunities.

TTO Circle can offer a predefined legal framework for contracting 
technology scouts.

Technology Scouts services can be bought and sold

3
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Scouting a bigger “forest” can yield more gems  

A TTO can open to technology scouting from another PRO its forest of 
Labs and get a licensee in an other country.

The TTOs involved (the scout and the lab) might share revenues or equity.

The advantage for the scout is a broader ability to foresight.

3

Should we pursue this proposal
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“Spinoff is out of our radar”

Some PROs are not engaged in spinoff creation, or are very lightly 
committed, because of their mission, more focus on contract R&D with the 
industry, or because of other peculiarities of their research field.

4
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A community shares experiences and resources

The TTO Circle partners can contribute to share knowledge in a public 
available platform (or restricted to the TTO Circle partners) with a directory 
of public available tools, resources and contacts to support spinoff.
The platform might include a discussion forum.
The resources might include
- Success stories and how they were developed behind the scenes
- Business tools and public training material
- Directory of market information and analysis providers
- Directory of entrepreneurship training providers
- Directory of business angels and VCs (operating in multiple countries)
- Forms and template of legal documents
- Forms and excel sheets for business planning.

Should we pursue this proposal

4
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Summary 

A mechanism to call for expression of interest of teams or individuals to join 
a spinoff

A mechanism to exchange resources to lower the investment of 
evaluating and supporting a business opportunity

A mechanism to contract technology scouting services from other TTO 
partners

A platform (wiki) to share knowledge about spin off creation.

“Spinoff is out of our radar”4

3 Is the next “gamechanger” sleeping in your Lab?

Are you ready for a costly investment?2

1 Doesn’t the inventor want to join the team?



Thank you

Feedback time
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Find a Cofounder
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Instruments / Methodologies

- Establishing technology focused communities of Departments / 
Scientists following the model of Knowledge Initiative Communities of the 
European Institute of Technology

- Establishing a community of spinoff experts within the PROs, a  
community of competence in establishing and supporting new venture

- Establishing a web platform on spinoff creation, with a structured way 
for marketing and promoting opportunities, request / offer for 
competences, request / offer of resources, founders building, market 
research and reports .. The model is “market place”
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Definitions

- Community is a formalized group of individual meeting and 
communicating informally without barriers and engaging in common
activities

- Platform is structured tool (e.g. Web based) where communication is 
formally structured and broadcasted or individually directed

- Technology scout is a professional with strong understanding in given 
field, ability to draw state of arts reports and knowledge about the related 
or potential market, or ability to investigate 
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A strong IP is a crucial asset of any spin off  

A spin off needs a strong IP base, with the need, sometimes, to leverage 
additional IP and knowledge to reinforce the business model in the early 
stage in order to create a stronger viable value proposition.

A single patent might be weak for a spin off opportunity, whereas an 
other PROs can have additional IPs making a stronger business opportunity.

The issues is having 2 PROs putting effort in developing 2 individually 
weak value propositions, instead of joining forces on a single stronger value 
proposition. 
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IPs from other TTO partners might make it stronger 

PROs can licence IPs to create a stronger spinoff with higher rate of success 
at lower effort.

In the span of 3 years at least 2 spinoffs from TTO Circle partners were 
focusing on Surface Plasmon Resonance commercialisation.
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Diversity in Apple
“If you smooshed together Microsoft, Dell and Sony [and even Nokia] into 
one company, you would have something like the diversity of the Apple 
technological biosphere.” (Grossmann, 2005). 

http://www.grin.com/en/e-book/167838/apple-s-approach-towards-
innovation-and-creativity
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Diversity among founders or board of Directors
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Costly investment: an example of incubators 

http://www.cses.co.uk/upl/File/Benchmarking-Business-Incubators-main-
report-Part-2.pdf

= 6708 x 7.1 = 47.626 Euro per startup in incubator
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